ACROSS

1 Backing editor to keep place for what some
solicitors did (13)
10 Mouthpiece in mouth’s related to eye socket (7)
11 Charge chap to go out with girl (7)
12 Soft rugs put back to make impression (5)
13 3 could be easier when top’s removed (5)
14 Passion Regan aroused in Lear? (5)
16 The German players are formed in a mould (3-4)
17 Move back right round a tree that’s spreading (7)
18 It takes miracle of sorts to get money back (7)
21 NY location for wild ox (7)
23 Vehicle carrying a weight that’s not great (5)
24 What pulse can do in Heath Robinson
contraption (5)
26 I’m returning with friend from France to US city ... (5)
27 Alternatively I’m an enlisted man round
working with paper (7)
28 Put in order and oddly isn’t odd (7)
29 Multimedia exhibits perhaps - it isn’t all a son
constructed (13)
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DOWN

2 Body structure for the last big car to be
manufactured (7)
3 Erect even if knocked over (3,2)
4 Able to pay for novel edited in a way (7)
5 Acrobat makes me blurt out (7)
6 One who possesses rebuild or new (5)
7 Mexican waves clubs banned getting
European to inspect (7)
8 Regard or reward (13)
9 Radio signal is over Tannoy system
originally for hotel clerks (13)
14 Jelly in wobbly sac. Goody, goody! (5)
15 Murphy say is about to say, “No” (5)

19
20
21
22
25
26

Flesh that’s putrefying in car or moved (7)
Roman poet of war (7)
He serves coffee for queen first in Barra (7)
Glastonbury stage may have this freedom from constraint (7)
21 across beats bananas (5)
Antipodean native; I wander about (5)

